STAFF UPDATE

We are pleased to welcome Dr. Albert Lewis to our staff, replacing Irving Anellis who left in the spring to teach at the University of Iowa. Albert holds a Ph.D. in the History of Mathematics from the University of Texas at Austin and was formerly Curator of the History of Science Collections at the Humanities Research Centre there. We are particularly grateful to have his expertise at this time. He is already at work, advising the editors of Volume 12 on mathematical annotations. His main efforts will soon focus on Volume 2.

Marilyn Mason and Beryl Haslam have both returned as graduate student assistants. Joining them are Philip Allt, Linda Benthin, Michael Donelson, and Maria Forte. At the University of Toronto are Lois Pineau and Jeffrey Verman. Maria and Jeffrey both worked for the Russell Project as undergraduates.

Nancy Scott, who was on maternity leave, has decided not to return to work. Catherine Abel, an M.A. graduate of McMaster in history and a former graduate student assistant, replaces her as our newest typesetter.—S. T.